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Numerical Recipes in C: The Art of Scientific Computing, Second EditionCambridge University Press, 1992
Our aim in writing the original edition of Numerical Recipes was to provide a
book that combined general discussion, analytical mathematics, algorithmics, and
actual working programs. The success of the first edition puts us now in a difficult,
though hardly unenviable, position. We wanted, then and now, to write a book
that is...
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Computational and Data Grids: Principles, Applications and DesignIGI Global, 2011


	After a lot of development efforts, computer science led us undoubtedly to technological revolutions

	which have been characterized by the creation of the Internet that influences the future of this science.

	The next revolutionary step occurred by the necessity of the creation of a new computer network, when

	researchers realized...
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iOS Game Development CookbookO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Want to build games with iOS technologies? This cookbook provides detailed recipes for a wide range of common iOS game-development issues, ranging from 2D and 3D math to Game Center integration, and OpenGL to performance. If you’re familiar with iOS and Objective-C, this is the problem-solving guide you want.

	...
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PrimeFaces Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	The perfect introduction to PrimeFaces, this tutorial will take you step by step through all the great features, ranging from form-creation to sophisticated navigation systems. All you need are some basic JSF and jQuery skills.


	Overview

	
		Detailed explanation on how to use basic PrimeFaces UI components...
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Real-Time Systems: Formal Specification and Automatic VerificationCambridge University Press, 2008
Real-time systems need to react to certain input stimuli within given time bounds. For example, an airbag in a car has to unfold within 300 milliseconds in a crash. There are many embedded safety-critical applications and each requires real-time specification techniques. This text introduces three of these techniques, based on logic and automata:...
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Sams Teach Yourself ASP.NET 4 in 24 Hours: Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2010

	DVD includes Visual Web Developer 2010 Express and ASP.NET 4


	 


	In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to build complete, professional-quality web solutions with ASP.NET 4 and Microsoft Visual Web Developer 2010. Using this...
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SAS Programming in the Pharmaceutical IndustrySAS Institute, 2005

	This book was written for the entry- to intermediate-level SAS programmer who helps
	with the analysis and reporting of clinical trial data in the pharmaceutical industry. The
	industry may call this individual a “SAS programmer,” “clinical SAS programmer,”
	“statistical/stats programmer,”...
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Core Java Volume I--Fundamentals (9th Edition) (Core Series)Prentice Hall, 2012

	Fully updated to reflect Java SE 7 language changes,   Core Java™, Volume I—Fundamentals, Ninth Edition,   is the definitive guide to the Java platform.


	 


	Designed for serious programmers, this reliable, unbiased,...
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Begin to Code with PythonMicrosoft Press, 2017

	
		Become a Python programmer–and have fun doing it! 

	
		Start writing software that solves real problems, even if you have absolutely no programming experience! This friendly, easy, full-color book puts you in total control of your own learning, empowering you to build...
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Qt 5 Projects: Develop cross-platform applications with modern UIs using the powerful Qt frameworkPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Design, build, and deploy powerful applications with amazing user interfaces on embedded, mobile, and desktop platforms

	
		Key Features

		
			Easily compile, run, and debug your applications from the powerful Qt Creator IDE
	
			Future-proof your applications with Qt Test and modern...
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Maple By Example, Third EditionAcademic Press, 2005
"Overall, I found the book very nice to read and easy to follow. All major aspects of Maple that a novice to intermediate user would come across are covered." 
- Laurent Bernard, Maplesoft, Inc.

"The book is eminently readable with a good narrative style and a good blend of didactic exposition followed by the relevant...
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Advanced Excel EssentialsApress, 2014

	Advanced Excel Essentials is the only book for the experienced Excel developer. This book starts from the assumption that you are well-versed in Excel--and builds on your skills to take them to the advanced level. It will show you the building blocks of advanced development and then take you through the development of your own advanced...
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